
VQ-Models Aircraft P-39 Aircobra .20 EP - 1200mm

Art.Nr.: VQA131

P-39 Airacobra (20 size EP -  Warbird category)

The Bell P-39 Airacobra was one of the principal American fighter aircraft 
in service when the United States entered World War II. The P-39 was used 
with great success by the Soviet Air Force, which scored the highest 
number of individual kills attributed to any U.S. fighter type. Other major 
users of the type included the Free French, the Royal Air Force, the United 
States Army Air Forces, and the Italian Co-Belligerent Air Force.

Designed by Bell Aircraft, it had an innovative layout, with the engine 
installed in the center fuselage, behind the pilot, and driving a tractor 
propeller via a long shaft. It was also the first fighter fitted with a tricycle 
undercarriage. Although its mid-engine placement was innovative, the P-39 
design was handicapped by the absence of an efficient turbo-supercharger, 
limiting it to low-altitude work. As such it was rejected by the RAF for use 
over western Europe and passed over to the USSR where performance at 
high altitude was less important.

Together with the derivative P-63 Kingcobra, the P-39 was one of the most 
successful fixed-wing aircraft manufactured by Bell.

This is the first 20size Electric series from VQ Models . We build it for the 
modellers , who like scale , want to fly with Electric motor only and quick 
build.

Specifications:
- Wingspan:  1200mm (47.2 in.)
- Fuselage Lenght:  915mm (36.0 in.)
- Weight ( ready to fly ):  1500gram
- Electric Motor:  Boost 25
- Battery:  3 cells – 11.1 V 2800 mAh
- Radio:  4 channels – 4 servos ( 9g servo )

Features:
- All Balsa and lite-ply construction
- Fully covered in weathered detail



- Platic Cowling
- Painnted Pilot installed
- Control surfaces pre-hinged and installed
- One piece wing for save time to install

Includes:
- Assembly instructions with stage photos
- Painnted Pilot installed
- Platic cowling
- Wheels
- Spinner
- Fix gear
- Decals and all hardware

  Option:
- E-retracts : VQARE21

Does not include: radio, motor, glue, and silicon fuel line

PREIS:

182,90 EUR
inkl. 19 % MwSt. zzgl. Versandkosten

https://www.bay-tec.de/bay-tec-shop20/popup_content.php?coID=100

